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INTRODUCTION

Protecting sensitive data against loss or theft is the most common application for Exabeam UEBA. Confidential 
information lives in a variety of types of data stores, including email, databases, and of course, files stored on 
network shares, file servers, and user workstations. While file systems themselves typically log user or system 
access to a file (for example, Windows logs via event code 4663), the log event itself is not particularly useful in 
determining the risk of access. Moreover, once the user then copies or moves the file, potentially leading to a 
breach, that activity must be linked to downstream activity and evaluated for risk. 

The only way to detect and evaluate file access risk - across the entire file handling lifecycle - is via a broad platform 
such as Exabeam UEBA. Individual file monitoring technologies, such as a FAM, have no visibility into activities 
beyond the initial file access. In contrast, Exabeam can track every action related to the file, from initial access, to 
attaching to an email, to a download and write to a local USB drive. Exabeam is the only data monitoring 
solution that can track file actions even as the user changes devices or account identities. For example, if an 
employee copied a sensitive file to a local workstation, then attached it to an email using an unrelated shared admin 
account, Exabeam can track and confidently attribute this activity chain to a specific user. 

Exabeam can produce, on demand or as it unfolds, the entire chain of events leading to potential data loss, across 
filesystems, email systems, web systems, etc. This enables an insider threat team to detect early, to respond 
quickly, and to have a verified investigation report for legal, HR, or compliance purposes.

BUILT-IN FILE MONITORING MODELS

The above detection and investigation functions are often delivered without specialized third party technologies; 
Exabeam can ingest (directly or via a SIEM/Log Management System) file access logs, Windows event logs, email 
logs, web proxy logs, and other information necessary to identify risky activity. The following built-in detection 
models work “out of the box” with Exabeam:
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Model Description
First/Abnormal access to folder for group This is the first time anyone from a peer group (e.g. job 

role or regional office) has accessed this file folder
Non-Executive user accessed executive folder A user outside the executive team has accessed a fold-

er that is owned by an executive in the organization.
Non-Privileged user accessed executive folder A user that is not considered “privileged” e.g. a system 

admin, database admin, etc. has accessed a folder that 
contains files usually accessed by company executives.

First/Abnormal access to folder by user A user is accessing files in a folder that s/he has never 
accessed before, or is accessing files in an unusual 
manner.

First/Abnormal file access from network zone for orga-
nization

A user or machine is accessing a file from a network 
zone that has never accessed this file before.

Abnormal file access activity for user A user is accessing this file in an anomalous manner.

First file access activity for user This is first time this user has ever accessed this file.
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BUILT-IN FILE MONITORING MODELS, CONT’D.
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Model Description
User accessed an abnormal number of files A user is accessing a much larger number of files than 

s/he typically does.
First/Abnormal file access from asset for user A user is accessing a file from a machine for the first 

time. I.e. this user has never accessed this file from thus 
particular workstation before.

User performed an abnormal number of file reads A more granular model that shows a user that is per-
forming a high number of file reads.

User performed an abnormal number of file writes A more granular model that shows a user that is per-
forming a high number of file writes.

Abnormal file access from network zone for user This specific user has never accessed this file from 
this network zone before.

Note that many of these models are context-based. For example, “non-executive user accessed an executive fold-
er” obviously requires Exabeam to understand who the executives and non-executives in an organization are. One 
of the major benefits of Exabeam’s targeted data science-driven approach is that it automatically builds a context 
model about an organization, even when that information is not explicitly coded into an asset or identity manage-
ment system. Other examples of auto-created context include: detecting privileged vs. regular accounts, machine 
vs. human accounts, workstations vs. servers, and other types of classifications. No other behavioral analytics sys-
tem on the market is able to create this context, and therefore cannot create the same level of detection models.

MONITORING THE FULL SPECTRUM OF DATA STORES

As mentioned above, confidential data lives in many types of stores; files are one type but not the only type. For 
example, sensitive information may reside in relational databases, in applications, in collaboration systems such as
Microsoft SharePoint, and in cloud services such as Salesforce.
com or Box.net. A particular collection of sensitive data might 
move across any or all of these, in addition to multiple file sys-
tems, in the course of a breach. The goal should be to detect 
and monitor across every potential data store, not only the 
file system. Exabeam does this by linking all user activity into 
coherent sessions, then applying risk models to every activity 
within a session - even if the user changes accounts, IP ad-
dresses, or devices.

 
EXABEAM ENHANCES RELATED DATA SOLUTIONS

While Exabeam can perform the functions above without the aid of third-party solutions, the platform can easily 
work with related solutions to deliver even greater value.  For example, many organizations have deployed data 
loss prevention (DLP) systems from vendors such as Symantec or McAfee. These technologies can classify data 
where it resides and as it moves through file, email, and other messaging systems. This classification can provide 
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additional context to an Exabeam system so that it can provide even more detailed detection. For example, a Symantec 
Vontu customer might use Vontu’s classification system to find all the servers that contain credit card numbers or source 
code, etc. Exabeam can ingest those results and apply additional models to those specific systems: “First time a user 
from HR is accessing this fileserver and the fileserver contains source code.”

Conversely, Exabeam provides significant value back to the DLP system itself. DLP technologies tend to be extremely 
noisy, resulting in DLP alert overload. Exabeam can model the behavior of the DLP system itself to reduce false 
positives and enhance detection of actual risky file behavior. Exabeam customers have already deployed such 
integrations to increase the effectiveness and value of their DLP investments, which increasing protection of sensitive 
files.

CONCLUSION

Sensitive information resides in many places within an organization. The only way to detect potential breach or theft is to 
deploy enterprise-wide behavioral analytics. Relying on a point solution such as a FAM provides limited value over native 
log analysis and completely misses linked behavior outside the file system. In contrast, Exabeam’s Security Intelligence 
Platform ingests file access log information, plus cloud, database, email, application, and other access information and 
assembles that data into a coherent activity chain, even as users try to hide by swapping account credentials, devices, 
or IP addresses. Exabeam’s built-in file monitoring models are enhanced by hundreds of related models that cover 
physical building access, network access, endpoint behavior, etc. The solution is in production at leading firms around 
the world; Exabeam representatives are happy to provide references to firms interested in using the platform for file 
monitoring and protection.

For more information, please visit http://www.exabeam.com or send an email to info@exabeam.com


